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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AIHD ITS OBJECTIVES

CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AFD ITS OBJECTIVES
Statement of the problem . The young child ie still in
many cases hurried too quickly into the abstract work of
number for which he is not socially or mentally ready. As
a result, failure, with discouragement and dissatisfaction,
begins at an early stage in the child's experience. Arith-
metic has a real contribution to make to the child's life,
provided the material is well chosen and adapted to the
individual's own level and interest.
Importance of the study . Arithmetic has evolved to
its present stage by a succession of changes from the time
of the earliest attempts at counting. Educators are still
investigating and working on the concept of arithmetic readi-
ness; the majority of them stressing the fact that growth in
meanings is of more value than abstract symbols. Although
there are many good workbooks on the market dealing with
arithmetic readiness on the beginner's level, none was found
to work in with beginning number as taught in the writer's
system. It was this lack that prompted the preparation of
the workbook, "Pun with numbers,” which has been developed
to provide supplementary material in the three stages of
number suitable for all children with varying degrees of
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learning capacity
Definition * Sueltz” offers the following definition of
arithmetic readiness, "Mathematical readiness seems to depend
upon the experience of the child, his maturity, and the
nature of the mathematics*"
Purpose of the workbook . The material in thiB workbook
is not intended as a substitute for meaningful concrete class-
room experiences in which a child uses number. It is to be
used to supplement the child *s daily firsthand activities.
«
It was constructed with the following aims in mind:
1* To recognize groupings of one to ten
2. To know the sequence of the numbers one to ten
3. To read numbers one to ten
4. To recognize the words one to ten
5. To recognize the relationship of numbers one to ten
6. To count objects one to ten and write the numbers
one to ten
7. To recognize the placement and words first and last
8. To follow directions using numbers and words one
to ten
9. To train the child to work independently
10
To allow for success at the various stages
E Benjamin A. Sueltz, "Arithmetic Readiness and Curriculumnstruction," Mathematics Teacher
, 30:29, October, 1937.
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Provisions of the workbook. This workbook attempts to
provide a series of specific exercises for the various stages
in the development of number following the concrete stage.
The exercises attempt to meet individual differences and
needs as found in an average classroom. There is a gradual
transition from the simple pictorial stage to the more complex
semi-concrete stage, and finally to the difficult abstract
stage of number. This change is to be gradual and at the
individual child* s own rate of learning— meeting success
all along the way.
The writer has attempted to state and to justify the
problem. In the following chapter, the research in this
field of arithmetic readiness for beginning number is
developed. The research deals with investigations con-
cerning meaningful experiences as a means of enriching
number ideas, with number relationships as related to the
child’s life, and with suiting the material to the individ-
ual’s maturity.
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CHAPTER II
STUDIES "RELATED TO ARITHMETIC READIDESS

CHAPTER II
STUDIES RELATED TO ARITHMETIC READIRES
S
As stated in the previous chapter, the purpose of this
service paper was to construct a series of exercises dealing
with beginning number and covering the three stages of number,
following the concrete stage of presentation. Arithmetic
readiness is usually interpreted as the preparatory period
before formal drill in arithmetic is introduced. Its function
is to develop the necessary skills and abilities needed for
the individual so that he may progress into the abstract form
of arithmetic without developing confusions. It is a well
known fact that children are naturally curious. This curios-
ity when properly developed and enriched, leads to a better
understanding of the little world in which they live.
i/
The Fourth Yearbook states that young children are
interested in number just as they are interested in learning
new words, sounds, etc.
2/
Other investigators, Buckingham and MacLatchy,
1/ Fourth Yearbook of the Department of Superintendence ,
Rational Education Association, Washington, D.C. Rovember ,1929
,
Chapter VII, p. 182.
2/ B.R. Buckingham, J. MacLatchy, "The Humber Abilities of
Children When They Enter Grade One,” Twenty-Hinth Year Book
of the Rational Society for the Study of Education
,
Part Ii
,
Bloomington, Illinois: public School Publishing Company
,
1930
,
pp. 473-524.
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Woody, Mott, McLaughlin have found through studies that
children do possess ability in the simpler processes of arith-
metic. These number abilities show a wide variation in devel-
opment due to pre-school influences.
*/
In his study, Russell concludes that a ehild T s first
concept of number was manyness and that cardinal and ordinal
number concepts develop simultaneously. He found that the
words denoting same or equal were not easily understood. A
child understands terms relating to differences of quantity
before mastering any other concept used.
U
Buckingham has data which show that the young child
does not come to school without some knowledge of number.
This knowledge is obtained through the various and varied
experiences in which the child has participated.
1/
Smith’s investigation shows the exact occasions on
which arithmetic was actually used out of school by first
1/ Clifford Woody, ’’Achievement in Counting by Children in the
Primary Grades," Childhood Education
,
7:341, March, 1931.
2/ Sina M.Mott, "Humber Concepts of Small Children,"
Mathematics Teacher
,
38:300-1, Hovember, 1945.
3/ Katherine McLaughlin, "Humber Ability of Pre-school
Children," Childhood Education, 11:352-3, May, 1935.
4/ Hed M. Russell, "Arithmetical Concepts of Children,"
Journal of Educational Research
,
29:663, May, 1936.
5/ Buckingham and MacLatchy, op. cit . , p. 519.
6/ Hila B. Smith, "AH Investigation of the Uses of Arithmetic
Tn the Out of School Life of First Grade Children," Elementary
School Journal
,
24:621-26, April, 1924.
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grade pupils. Thirty per cent of the occasions occurred in
transactions at the stores. Eighteen per cent occurred in
games. She also points out that counting plays a larger part
in the child* s life as compared to the child T s use of spatial
measurement.
1/
The statement of Deans that children at every step of
the way in growth are reaching out for an understanding of
quantitative ideas gives one food for thought.
Although it is a well known fact that children do enter
first-grade with some understandings of number, it is unwise
to presume that every child is ready for number. There is
now a general acceptance of the belief that teachers have
been attempting to teach much of the arithmetic before the
children were intellectually ready for it and without the
feeling of need. Only that which the child understands and
can use will be of value to him.
y
Hildreth, who is one of the pioneers in arithmetic
readiness, points out that very little has been done for the
child in the way of arithmetic readiness. This lack of readi-
ness for initial instruction may be an important contributing
factor to disability in the arithmetic processes.
1/ Edwina Deans, L.P. Sanders, "Head Start in Arithmetic,”
Parents * Magazine
, 20:183, October, 1945.
2/ Gertrude Hildreth, "Number Readiness and Progress in
Arithmetic," Journal of Experimental Education
,
4:1,
September, 1935.
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Washburn e in his study shows the futility of teaching
ohildren facts and skills which their immature minds are not
naturally ready to learn. There is a stage in children 1 s
mental growth before which it is ineffective to teach that
topic and will doom a considerable number of children to
failure if introduced too early.
1/
Sueltz stateB that arithmetic readiness involves the
cooperation of all those factors which combine to enable a
child to explore and study arithmetic profitably. He found
that the child 1 s interests which coincide with experience
3/
will easily tie up with readiness. McLaughlin agrees with
this statement.
i/
In a report, Woody, pointed out that when a child is
ready for learning he will learn with ease and satisfaction.
The teaching of a new element in arithmetic should grow
gradually out of the work previously taught.
1J Oarleton Washbume, "Mental Age and the Arithmetic Curri-
culum," Jouraal of Educational Research
,
23:229, March, 1931.
2/ Sueltz, op. cit . , p. 290.
3/ McLaughlin, op. cit ., p. 353.
4/ Clifford Woody, "A General Educator Looks at Arithmetic
Readiness,” Mathematics Teacher
,
30:319-20, November, 1937.
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1/
In the Third Yearbook, we find the statement that there
should be a real feeling of need and clear vision of use and
application before the child begins formal repetition and
drill.
V
2/
The Fourth Yearbook, states that arithmetic should be
l/'taught when the child has need of it and when he has the
proper background of experience to profit by it.
3/
Judd^s study found that children develop the ability
to count gradually and that it involves a complex, mature
comprehension of number meaning. He states that pupils who
are normal in intelligence sometimes do show a lack of mastery
of number. Pupils do experience great difficulty in the
mastery of the complex number system which civilization pro-
vides for them.
4/
Ray points out in her study that only minor aspects of
arithmetic can be presented and understood by primary pupils.
Only very simple arithmetic, such as counting, informational
1/ thlrff Yearbook of the Department of Superintendence ,
National £ducation~Tssociation, Washington, D.C., February,
1925, Chapter III, p. 37.
2/ Fourth Yearbook, ojd. cit .
,
p. 174.
3/ Charles H. Judd, "Psychological Analysis of the Fundamentals
of Arithmetic," Supplementary Educational Monographs
,
Chicago, Illinois, university oi Chicago, ITo.SS, 1927, p. 52.
4/ Elizabeth Ray, "Arithmetic Readiness in the Kindergarten
and Primary Grades,” unpublished Master's thesis, Boston
University, Boston, 1938, p. 165.
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units, reading and writing numbers should be attempted.
1/
Hooper and Stratton while carrying on a study found
that power in the use of number ideas and processes is a
matter of time, experience, and individual ability.
It is the task of the classroom teacher to know the
v
abilities of each child, to create experience situations
in which these abilities as well as new abilities may be
developed, and to utilize every opportunity which arises
in the child* s daily life in and out of school for the
further understanding of number. She needs to build up
number experiences so that when formal drill is presented,
the child will base his knowledge upon these experiences.
Many writers agree to the teacher 1 s responsibility in
regard to the development of the primary understanding of
number meanings.
U
HaoLatchy states that teachers need to appreciate
the tiny increments of understanding by which a young child's
knowledge of number grows.
3/
Hooper and Stratton point out that a teacher should
1/ Laura Hooper, B. Stratton, "Developing Humber Concepts
with Young Children," Educational Method, 16:198, January,
1937.
2/ Josephine MacLatchy, "Humber Abilities of First Grade
Children, " Childhood Education
,
11:347, May, 1935.
3/ Hooper and Stratton, o clt. , p. 194.
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take the child where he is and should help him find satisfying
answers to his own questions.
1/
Hunter states that the teacher will come to realize
that arithmetic has a definite place instead of an incidental
place. It is here that the child needs to get a clear con-
cept of number meanings and number relationships, limit the
work of each child to what he can do successfully.
u
Buckingham has an excellent principle for all teachers
to adopt and that is, "Meet the child where he is. Don’t
meet him where you think he is. . . Know where he is. Don f t
meet him where he ought to be. • .
"
Importance of Meaning in Arithmetic . Almost all authors
and investigators are in agreement that meanings which are
closely correlated with children’s experiences in and out of
school give number a true significance, and are of value in
developing number readiness.
2/
Brownell states, "Thinking is possible only to him
who possesses rich meanings."
Tf Mabel W. Hunter, "Arithmetic for Beginners," Instructor ,
January, 1944, p. 14.
2/ B.R. Buckingham, "When to Begin the Teaching of Arithmetic
Childhood Education, 11:341, May, 1935.
y% William A. Brownell, "When Is Arithmetic Meaningful?"oumal of Educational Research, 38:494, March, 1945.
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Driscoll points out that the real purpose of having
arithmetic is to provide the child with meaningful experiences.
u
In his article. Woody states that instruction in arith-
metic should be kept meaningful and in connection with the
needs of the children. Children who have had a background :
of meaningful number experiences will master the arithmetic
processes with greater understanding and with less effort
than children who are placed at once into drill.
5/
Brueckner writes that teachers should make the work in
arithmetic meaningful and vital. There are marked differences
in levels to which various traits have been developed by
learning, and that to make certain that there is growth of
all these desired traits, direct provision must be made for
educative purposes in which they may function.
1/
In his book, Clark is of the opinion that to utilize
the children f s present interest is to lay the foundation for
1J Josephine Driscoll, "The Purpose of Arithmetic,”Educational Method
,
16:208, January, 1937.
2/ Clifford Woody, " When Shall Systematic Instruction in
Arithmetic Begin ?" Educational Method, 16:165-6, January, 1937.
3/ Leo J. Brueckner, "Diagnosis in Arithmetic," Thirty-Fourth
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education,
Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publisbing~Eompany
,
1935
,
Chapter XIV, pp. 271-74.
John R. Clark, A.S. Otis, and C. Hatton, Primary Arithmetic
rough Experience
,
Hew York: World Book Company, 1939, p. 7.
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meanings and skills that are essential to meet later needs.
When a child is given an opportunity, he will learn to dis-
cover many new facts for himself.
1/
Baxter points out that the understanding which children
have for arithmetic will depend upon their intelligent use
of arithmetic as well as their ability to compute carefully
and accurately.
u
Mahoney, attempting to develop a program using children's
experiences in building up number understandings, came to the
conclusion that first grade teachers can lay a real foundation
for the understanding of number by the utilization of child-
ren^ experiences with the exclusion of formal arithmetic.
3/
Wheat reports that a number idea to be serviceable must
relate closely enough to the child T s direct experience to
stand in thought as a distinct idea. He says that the purpose
of instruction in arithmetic is to provide children with
methods of thinking, ideas of procedure, with meaning inherent
in number relations.
1/ Sernice Baxter, "Arithmetic Program in the Elementary
School, " California Journal of Elementary Education, Yol. 12,
May, 1944, p. 236.
2/ Olive G. Mahoney, "Extending First Grade Experience in
Wumber,” unpublished Master 1 s thesis, Boston University,
School of Education, Boston, 1938, p, 74,
3/ Harry G. Wheat, The Psychology and Teaching of Arithmetic ,
So s ton: D. C. Heath and Company, 1937
,
p.32 and p . 140.
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This same writer. Wheat, in a later article states that
meaning in arithmetic is knowing what one does when he does
it. A sincere effort must he made on the teacher's part to
build up patiently, step by step, the simple meanings in-
herent in arithmetic. There are no short cuts to meaning
in arithmetic.
y
Brownell presents similar conclusions when he writes
that the more meanings the deeper the understanding and the
greater the chances of transfer to new situations. These
abstractions are not attained all at once, but by effort of
mind and will.
y
Wilson in his study found that the child must have ex-
periences which teach him the meaning of number. Meaningful
experience activities give vitality and pep to the work in
arithmetic.
1/
MacLatchy states that the earliest number facts must
be seen by the individual. • . certain fundamental generaliza-
tions should be in possession of children before they can
13
1/ Harry G. Wheat, ”Why Wot Be Sensible About Meaning?”
?he Mathematics Teacher
,
38:101, March, 1945.
2 / William A. Brownell, ”The Progressive Mature of Learning
In Mathematics," The Mathematics Teacher
,
37:153, April, 1944.
3/ Guy M. Wilson, ”Wew Standards in Arithmetic,” Journal of
educational Research, 22:351-60, December, 1930.
4/ Josephine H. MacLatchy, "Seeing and Understanding in
fhmber,” Elementary School Journal
,
45:148, Wovember, 1944.

share instruction in a group.
1/
Haynes found that it is only through actual contact with
objects and relations that words, numbers, signs, and symbols
acquire meaning and results in satisfaction for the individual.
i?
Brownell reports that the trend is toward instruction
which puts emphasis on the uses of number which give number
significance. Understanding number, the child will become
more sensitive to the quantitative in life and will find more
uses for number.
Humber should be correlated with the many varied activ-
ities participated in by children in and out of school. Thus,
the children can be led to see that number is part of their
daily life and is used in many of their everyday activities.
They thus begin to sense the relationships of number to their
daily experiences.
2/
In his book, Morton reports that the basis for arith-
metic instruction should be the child* s experiences and the
l/ Jessie P. Haynes, "Problems of a Supervisor of Arithmetic
In Elementary School,” Second Year Book of the national
Council of Teachers of Mathematics
,
Teachers College, Columbia
University, Bureau ofPubli cations, Hew York, 1927, pp. 107-08.
2/ William A. Brownell, " Trends in Primary Arithmetic,"
Childhood Education
,
13:420, May, 1937.
3/ Robert L. Morton, Teaching Arithmetic in the Elementary
School, Volume I, Primary Grades. Boston: Silver, Burdett
Company, 1937, pp. 2-47.
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knowledge of number obtained through the activities of home,
school, etc. The child should learn arithmetic as a series
of related meaningful experiences. There should be an ade-
quate understanding of the relation of abstract numbers to
concrete numbers. Fumber experiences should be a means of
developing the ability of children to think.
As every teacher knows, children who have accomplished
a task well or with some measure of improvement and growth
will present a happy countenance, good posture, will be more
apt to work willingly with the rest of the group and will
become better citizens. Fo thing raises a child T s hopes
and morale so much as improvement or achievement in any task
undertaken.
1/
Baxter states that achievement is a significant factor
in personality development in producing a co-operative spirit
in the individual and in giving him a feeling of satisfaction
and pride. The growth of each individual at his own rate
from his own level, means ambition, satisfaction, confidence,
and accomplishment.
1/ Bernice Baxter, "Forward Looking Practices in Arithmetic
—
ftuideposts for the Elementary Schools of Tomorrow,
"
Sixteenth
Year Book of the California Elementary School Principals
Association
, 1944, p. 99 and p. 104.
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1/
Deans agrees that the children’s number experiences,
no matter how simple, should be happy.
Materials. An important factor in acquiring an essen-
tial background of experience and a workable knowledge of
the understanding of number is to have effective material
which has been carefully selected and screened and properly
suited to the individual needs.
1/
Baxter finds that children’s growth in the science of
arithmetic can be measured by their increasing recognition
of how the number system operates— depends upon materials
of instruction, their construction and their use.
n
Hooper and Stratton say that the role of the teacher
is to see that the activities in which the child engages
are good.
i/
In his book, Clark states that material and methods
of instruction should be adapted as far as possible to
exercise simple techniques of discovery in order that the
pupils may develop that resourcefulness which gives power
and ability to forge ahead and learn on one’s own initiative.
1/ Deans, op. cit.
, p. 186.
2/ Bernice Baxter, "Arithmetic Program in the Elementary
School," California Journal of Elementary Education, 12:238-9,
May, 1944':
3/ Hooper and Stratton, ojd. cit. , p. 194
4/ Clark, 0£. cit. , pp. 2-18.
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Buswell points out that arithmetic should be properly
selected and organized to huild on the interests and needs.
u
Fitzsimmons says one should take into consideration
the individual pupil's capacity for arithmetic learning and
his rate of learning of such factual content.
3/
In his article, Washburne points out that there is
only one criterion of selection and that is to teach all
children only that which we know all children will use.
i/
An outstanding authority on arithmetic, Buckingham,
interestingly points out that material should be planned
and systematically pursued in order to meet the child’s needs
and to provide for the child’s growth.
5/
MacLatchy reports that learning must be individual and
progress at the child’s own rate and that he must be ready
for each step in advance.
In the make-up of this workbook, the author has tried
to follow the advice of leading arithmetic authorities in
1/ Guy T. Buswell, "Deferred Arithmetic," The Mathematics
Teacher
,
31: 198, May, 1938.
2/ Thomas A. Fitzsimmons, "Mathematics— An Elementary
Stumbling Block," Fatlon' s Schools
,
30:41, Fovember, 1942.
3/ Carleton Washburne, "Functional Arithmetic," Educational
Method
,
16:168, January, 1937.
4/ Buckingham, o£. cit
.
, p. 341.
5/ Josephine MacLatchy, "Fumber Abilities of First Grade
Children," Childhood Education, 11:347, May, 1935.
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basing the work on the child's experiences. The integration
of each level was kept in mind, in that each child was to
have grasped the work of one unit before proceeding to a new
unit. There was an attempt made to provide for an over-
lapping of knowledge in that some of the material was reviewed
in the other units. The summary sheet at the end of each
unit was to be used to show the pupil, as well as the teacher,
just what items needed to be developed further or understood
better. These could receive more enrichment before progress-
ing to the new work in the next unit.
1/
As stated by Washburae, "The child's preceding grasp
of those facts and processes that enter into the new topic
he is going to study is even more important than the mental
level he has reached."
2/
Buswell feels that if abstractions are made to grow
out of concrete experiences of children, and if these relation
ships are developed gradually, that at every stage the child
will fully understand what is done.
2/
Brownell concludes that learning is continuous, each
stage developing readiness for the next.
Tf Carle ton Washburne, "Mental Age and the Arithmetic
Curriculum," Journal of Educational Research, 23:229, March,
19 31.
2/ Buswell, op. clt. , p. 197.
3/ William A* Brownell, " Readiness and the Arithmetic
Curriculum," Elementary School Journal
,
38:352, January, 1935.
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This same author, in another article, states that prac-
tice should be varied and should lead to the discovery of
the right combination of movements and ideas. The learner
moves from level to level in thought processes, each level
being more mature, more abstract than the preceding one.
It can be concluded that materials should be attractive
and that they should place emphasis upon the development of
meaning, provide many repetitions, provide for growth on each
level before proceeding to the final abstract level of number,
and be adapted to the individual rate of learning. 3y using
materials which conform to the above standards, the teacher
can help to insure some success at every stage of the child’s
growth.
The writer has used the above research studies as a
basis for the assumption that the development of meanings
in number is an influencing factor in the teaching of begin-
ning number*
The writer has attempted in her study to do the following:
1* To create materials which will specifically
enrich number meanings.
2. To evaluate these materials on an average first
grade composed of heterogeneous abilities.
1/ William A. Brownell, "The Progressive nature of Learning
Tn Mathematics
,
Tt The Mathematics Teacher, 37:154-155, April,
1944.
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CHAPTER III
PLAIT AIT) PRESENTATION
OP EXERCISES POR
BEGINNING ARITHMETIC READINESS
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CHAPTER III
P1AH AHD PRESENTATION CP EXERCISES FOR
BEGINNUTO ARITHMETIC READINESS
It would seem from research that it is necessary to think
of the individual child at all times. The teacher must keep
the work in arithmetic meaningful and interesting to the child
and constantly build a thorough foundation of number under-
standings. It must be suited to the individuals level of
maturity and take into consideration the individuals rate
of learning. These activities should leave the child with a
feeling of pleasure and result in gains in arithmetic under-
standings.
The exercises for this workbook are prepared with the
thought in mind of the varying abilities of young children
shown for beginning numbers. These exercises have been planned
to be used only as a supplement to the child* s daily concrete
experiences with number. Before using these exercises, the
child should have had experience in the actual handling of
concrete objects and the child should show through his daily
experiences and conversation his readiness for the exercises
or for the introduction to a new unit. It provides for a
continuity of experiences and each unit overlaps the other.
Knowledge of the preceding unit or units was integrated with
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the unit which followed. The workbook includes:
1. Exercises for visual discrimination
2. A gradual transition from pictures to geometric
shapes to abstract numbers
3. Specific exercises to develop comprehension using
numbers (symbols and words) in simple reading
directions
4. Specific exercises to show development of motor
coordination
5. Much repetition and practice
6. A low vocabulary load
The workbook is set up into four units covering the
three stages of beginning arithmetic readiness. A summary
sheet is at the end of each unit. Each summary sheet is to
contain the results obtained by the individual pupil for each
exercise used in forming the unit. Unit One is to be covered
entirely before proceeding to Unit Two. Units Two, Three,
and Four are then to be taken in that order. There is to be
no time limit set for the covering of the individual exercises
and units. Each pupil is to proceed at his own level of
maturity and at his own rate of learning. Success at each
level is to be the objective for each pupil.
The four units are as follows:
1. Association of groups of objects to like groups
made up of geometric forms
2. Association of symbols one to ten, with groups of
objects and geometric forms
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• Association of number words one to ten with groups
of objects, geometric shapes, and number symbols
4. Writing of number symbols one to ten and recognition
of composition of numbers two to nine.
Within each major unit is a series of exercises which
are presented in order of difficulty and enrich that particu-
lar unit. Since no research study has been done to show the
relative order of difficulty of these exercises, the author
has placed them in the sequential order as perceived from
her own teaching knowledge. These exercises are individual-
ized to meet the various needs of the children. The arrange-
ment of the exercises tries to provide for a definite progress
in learning and to leave a definite feeling of accomplishment
for each child from day to day.
The workbook exercises are constructed to fill a need
felt by the writer after many years of experience with children
in the pre-arithmetic situation in the first grade.
The writer has tried to make the drawings in "Fun With
lumbers" simple and varied. The coloring and drawings, which
the children do, are kept at an easy level. Counting, reading,
and writing of numbers, concept of placement first and last
are given much repetition.
Each lesson is so prepared as to be adapted to the pupil*
s
power of comprehension so that it can easily be followed by
the pupil when working alone.
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The vocabulary load has been kept at a minimum. Only
35 different words are necessary in the directions for the
exercises. These words may be found in the Appendix. Where
the child 1 s control of vocabulary is small, symbols are to
be used in place of words. This simple vocabulary takes in
size, quantity, and placement.
The exercises, as constructed, attempt to present some
new concepts in arithmetic readiness.
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXERCISES
Unit I Visual Discrimination
To develop ability to match like groups of objects
to like groups of geometric forms.
To recognize the meanings of more and less . is
To test ability to recognize similarities and
differences in groups of geometric forms in
various positions.
To develop ability to note differences in groups.
To recognize the relationships of groups of
objects to groups of geometric forms.
Motor Coordination
To develop ability to Cut, Color, and Paste neatly
Page la Make a red cross on the picture that has more
things in it.
Page 2a
3a
Put your finger on the first picture.
Find another picture that has the same number of
things in it.
Make a red cross on it.
Do each row in the same way.
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Unit II Motor Coordination
Page 13a
18a
28a
Draw a line from number to picture that belongs
with it.
Page 14a
16a
19a
27a
33a
Find the number that goes with the boxes.
Draw a line from the boxes to the number that
belongs with it.
Do the left row first.
Then do the right row.
Page 15a
17a
21a
31a
32a
Look at the picture at the left.
Find the number that goes with it.
Draw a ring around the number that tells how many
are in each picture.
Page 23a These directions read by teacher or by another
pupil, if pupil is unable to do so by himself.
Page 20a Cut out each box from lower half of paper.
Match number to the picture of circles that goes
with it in the upper half of the paper.
Paste.
Page 22a
24a
25a
30a
34a
37a
39a
40a
Child reads and carries out directions.
For pupils who have not learned nouns
—
pictures
are used instead.
Page 26a
29a
Draw a line from the picture to the number that
goes with it.
Page 35a
36a
Cut out pictures and paste onto number that tells
how many are in each picture.
Color pictures.
Page 38a Read.
Then draw a ring around each one.
Page 41a Teachers says one number for each row. Child
makes a cross on number. 4 7 5 8 10 6 9

Unit III
Page 42a
49a
63a
Page 43a
62a
Page 44a
48a
Vi sual Discrimination
To develop ability to note details in pictures.
To give practice in following directional
sentences using number words one to ten.
To develop ability to interpret descriptive
phrases by associating pictures with them.
To give practice in recognizing the number word
alone and when it appears with other number words.
To enrich the meanings associated with iiumber
words one to ten.
To test ability to recognize and select matching
words from a list containing other number words.
To give practice in associating groups of objects
and groups of geometric forms with number words.
To enrich concepts of big and little.
To check mastery of number words and symbols
one to ten inclusive.
To develop the ability to designate the position
of first and last in directions*
To provide practice in recognizing the form and
meaning of number words.
Motor Coordination
To be able to Cut, Color, and Paste neatly.
Cut out words.
Match word to right picture.
Paste on.
Draw a line from picture to word that tells how
many are in each picture.
Draw a line from word to picture that tells how many.
Use red crayon for one.
Use blue crayon for two.
Use green crayon for three.
Use brown crayon for four.
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Unit III Motor Coordination
Page 45a
59a
Look at picture.
Find word that tells how many are In the picture.
Draw a ring around the word.
Page 46a
47a
Cut out pictures.
Match picture to word.
Paste.
Page 50a
51a
Child reads and carries out directions.
Picture symbols used for pupils who have not
learned words as yet.
Page 52a
65a
Draw a red line from number word to picture that
belongs to it.
Draw a blue line from number to picture that
belongs to it.
Page 55a
54a
Child cuts out pictures, words, number symbols.
Match to circles at top of paper.
Paste on.
Page 55a
72a
Draw a line from word to number that tells how many
Page 56a
68a
74a
Child reads and carries out directions.
Page 57a
66a
Look at picture.
Find number and word that goes with picture.
Draw a ring around them.
Page 58a
61a
Read words under the pictures.
Make enough pictures to go with words.
Color pictures.
Page 60a Draw a line from picture to phrase that tells
about picture.
Page 64a
67a
Cut out boxes from lower half of paper.
Match to word in upper half.
Paste on.
Page 69a
70a
Child reads and carries out directions •
Pictures to be drawn on Page 70a.
Page 71a Look at picture.
Find word that matches picture.
Draw a ring around the word.
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Unit III
Page 73a
Unit IV
Page 75a
76a
77a
78a
79a
Page 80a
81a
82a
Page 83a
Page 84a
85a
86a
Motor Coordination
Draw line from picture to number.
Then draw line from number to word.
Motor Coordination
To give practice in writing numbers one to nine
inclusive.
To develop the ability to write the numbers one
to ten in sequence.
To associate pictures with the writing of number
symbols one to nine inclusive.
To count objects and write the number.
To give practice in writing the number that is
missing.
To give practice in recognizing the composition
of numbers two to nine.
Read words -- How many ?
Look at picture.
Write number in spaces to go with pictures.
Write in number which is missing.
Count the pictures.
Write the number to the right of the line.
Color Pictures.
Write numbers one to nine inclusive in balls and
hearts.
Write numbers one to ten inclusive in balloons
and cherries.
Count pictures in the lower half of the paper.
Write the number to go with pictures.
Color pictures.
Read and count pictures.
Write the number that tells how many.
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This workbook is to be used in a program of pupil par-
ticipation in the author 1 s own first grade. The school is
a public school in a suburban community near Boston. The
class is heterogeneous in age, mental ability, and maturity.
There are thirty pupils in all. There are sixteen girls and
fourteen boys. The chronological ages range from six years
no months to six years eleven months. The mental ages are
obtained from the Kuhlmann-Anderson Group Intelligence Test.
These range from four years eleven months to seven years
no months. The I. Q. ’s range from 77 to 116, the median
being 110. Table I shows the range of Chronological Ages
and Mental Ages for the thirty children.
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TABLE I
CHRONOLOGICAL AND MENTAL AGES
Number Chronological Ages Mental Ages
1 . 7-0 7-4
2. 6-11 5-4
3. 6-11 6-7
4. 6-10 7-0
5. 6-10 7-5
6 . 6-9 7-5
7. 6-8 5-10
8. 6-8 6-7
9. 6-8 6-10
10. 6-8 7-5
11. 6-8 7-7
12. 6-7 6-10
13. 6-6 6-9
14. 6-6 7-3
15. 6-6 7-5
16. 6-5 4-11
17. 6-5 6-11
18. 6-5 7-0
19. 6-5 7-2
20. 6-5 7-5
21. 6-4 7-0
22. 6-4 7-1
23. 6-4 7-3
24. 6-3 6-2
25. 6-3 7-1
26. 6-2 6-10
27. 6-2 7-2
28. 6-0 6-4
29. 6-0 6-9
30. 6-0 7-0
The mean C.A. for the group was six years and six months.
The mean M.A. for the group was seven years and no months.
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WORE-BOOK
PUH WITH NUMBERS
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OP DATA
After the workbook exercises, described in Chapter
III, were presented to the children, it was felt by the
author that the discovery of the relative order of dif-
ficulty of the exercises (which took in a diversity of
functions thought to be predictive of later success in
arithmetic) would throw some light on their nature and
upon the revision of the workbook. It was also of in-
terest from the point of view of the teachability of the
functions measured in the three stages of beginning
arithmetic readiness.
The writer has attempted in this chapter to analyze
the data. As each child progressed at his own rate of
learning, the writer kept accurate recording of the
results obtained on the various exercises contained
within each unit.
The data were analyzed to determine:
1. The relative order of difficulty of each exercise
within Unit I, which measures the ability to
associate groups of objects to like groups made
up of geometric forms
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2. The relative order of difficulty of each exercise
within Unit II, which measures the ability to
associate symbols one to ten with groups of ob-
jects and geometric forms
3* The relative order of difficulty of each exercise
within Unit III, which measures the ability to
associate number words one to ten with groups of
objects, geometric shapes and number symbols
4* The relative order of difficulty of each exercise
within Unit IV, which deals with the writing of
number symbols one to ten and recognition of
composition of numbers two to nine*
Table II shows the relative order of difficulty of the
various exercises within Unit I as worked out from the
accumulated data obtained for all the pupils. This unit is
composed of twelve exercises. Within the individual
exercises there are from four to ten items.
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TABLE II
THE ORDER OF DIFFICULTY OF THE EXERCISES IN UNIT II
Exercise
Number
Right
Number
1 2
Wrong
3 4
Per cent Per cent
Right Wrong
1. 25 2 3 83.33 16.66
2
.
28 2 93.33 6*66
3. 30 100.00
4. 27 3 90.00 10.00
5. 29 1 96.66 3.33
6 . 27 3 90.00 10.00
7. 24 3 3 80.00 20.00
8 . 27 2 1 90.00 10.00
9. 23 1 2 4 76.66 23.33
10 . 30 100.00
11 . 30 100.00
12
. 27 3 90.00 10.00
The rank order of difficulty of the exercises in Table
II is as follows:
1. 100 . 00 - •- 3 10 11
2 . 96. 66 -- 5
3. 93. 33 - 2
4. 90. 00 6 8 12
5. 83. 33 - 1
6 . 80. 00 - 7
7. 76. 66 - 9
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This rank order of difficulty was derived by ranking
the exercises in the order of the highest number of correct
items to the lowest number of correct items of each
exercise.
Exercise nine proved to be the most difficult of all
the exercises. The writer believes if this exercise was
re-arranged with a wider space between the rows and fewer
lines, it would not cause so much difficulty in interpreting.
Exercise seven was the next in the order of difficulty.
Here again, better arrangement of boxes might prove to be
more satisfactory.
Exercise one was next. There were too many items on
one page. It was difficult for children to interpret.
Exercises four, six, eight, and twelve were next in
order of difficulty. The errors made on exercise four were
caused by double markings. The errors made on exercise six
were due to wrong interpretation of directions. The errors
made on exercise twelve were made by the omission of one
item by one pupil, the non-recognition of the grouping of
seven objects by one pupil, and one pupil had poor motor
control, so groups were not distinguishable. Exercise eight
was not only an exercise of recognition of larger groups,
but it took in visual discrimination-- a necessary factor
for reading readiness. Three children did not recognize
the grouping.
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Exercise two was also an exercise on visual discrimina-
tion. Two children found this exercise difficult.
The error on exercise five was caused by one child who
misplaced a picture which was to be pasted on the paper.
Exercises three, ten, and eleven were passed by all the
children.
Table III shows the relative order of difficulty of
the exercises contained within Unit II. This unit is com-
posed of twenty-eight exercises. Within the individual ex-
ercise there were from four to twelve items.
Exercise twenty-four proved to be the most difficult.
Too many items on one page may have been the cause for the
errors
.
Exercises nineteen, twenty- two, and twenty-eight were
next in order of difficulty. In exercise nineteen, the
numbers eight and nine caused confusion. More concrete work
with these two numbers proved worthwhile. In the other two
exercises, twenty- two and twenty-eight, double marking was
the cause of errors made in that erasures had been made and
could not be counted as correct.
Exercises two, nine, fourteen, and sixteen were next
in the order of difficulty. Omission of items was the cause
of the mistakes in all exercises except sixteen. Here the
items were double marked which showed that one child was
confused in the recognition of the larger numbers. More con
Crete work was needed for this child.
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TABLE III
THE ORDER OP DIFFICULTY OF THE EXERCISES IN UNIT II
Exercise
Number
Right
Number
1 2
Wrong
3 4
Per cent
Right
Per cent
Wrong
1. 28 1 1 93.33 6.66
2. 27 1 1 1 90.00 10.00
3. 30 100.00
4. 28 2 93.33 6.66
5. 30 100.00
6* 30 100.00
7. 30 100.00
8. 30 100.00
9. 27 1 1 1 90.00 10.00
10* 28 1 1 93.33 6.66
11. 30 100.00
12. 29 1 96.66 3.33
13. 30 100.00
14. 27 1 2 90.00 10.00
15. 30 100.00
16. 27 1 2 90.00 10.00
17. 30 100.00
18. 30 100.00
19. 26 1 1 2 86.66 13.33
20. 30 100.00
21. 30 100.00
22. 26 4 86.66 13.33
23. 30 100.00
24. 25 4 1 83.33 16.66
25. 28 2 93.33 6.66
26. 28 1 1 93.33 6.66
27. 30 100.00
28. 26 4 86.66 13.33
The rank order of difficulty of the exercises in Table
III Is as follows:
1. 100.00 3 5 6 7 8
18 20 21 23 27
2. 96.66 ——12
3. 93.33 1 4 10 25 26
4. 90.00 2 9 14 16
5. 86.66 19 22 28
6. 83.33 24
11 13 15 17
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Ninety- three and one third per cent of the children had
all items correct in exercises one, four, ten, twenty-five,
and twenty- six.
It will he noted that all children passed exercises
three, five, six, seven, eight, eleven, twelve, thirteen,
fifteen, seventeen, eighteen, twenty, twenty-one, twenty-three
and twenty-seven.
Table IV shows the percentage of right and wrong of the
various exercises contained within Unit III. This unit is
oomposed of thirty exercises. Within the individual exercise,
there were from three to fourteen items.
Exercises five, fifteen, and twenty-two proved to he
the most difficult. Better arrangement of items in exercise
five would seem to he preferable when revising exercises.
There were too many items on the page and the drawings did
not allow for discrepancies. In exercise five, children had
difficulty in telling the difference in size between hen and
chicken, mouse and cat, and hall and cherry. Children who
had a better experience background applied this knowledge to
the exercise.
Exercise fifteen proved to be a trick one in that two
items were included that did not have to have anything done
to them. Four children did not observe this at once. One
child had both items incorrect.
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TABLE IV
THE ORDER OP DIFFICULTY OF THE EXERCISES IN UNIT III
Exercise
Number
Right
Number Wrong12 3 4 Per centRight Per centWrong
1. 30 100.00
2. 30 100.00
3. 30 100.00
4. 30 100.00
5. 25 5 83.33 16.66
6 . 30 100.00
7. 30 100.00
8. 30 100.00
9* 28 2 93.33 6.66
10. 26 4 86.66 13.33
11. 28 1 1 93.33 6.66
12. 30 100.00
13. 30 100.00
14. 27 1 2 90.00 10.00
15. 25 4 1 83.33 16.66
16. 30 100.00
17. 27 1 2 90.00 10.00
18. 27 2 1 90.00 10.00
19. 30 100.00
20. 30 100.00
21. 30 100.00
22. 25 3 1 1 83.33 16.66
23. 30 100.00
24. 28 2 93.33 6.66
25. 30 100.00
26. 27 2 1 90.00 10.00
27. 30 100.00
28. 30 100.00
29. 28 1 1 93.33 6.66
30. 28 2 93.33 6.66
The rank order of difficulty of the exercises in Table
IV is as follows:
1. 100.00 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 12
16 19 20 21 23 25 27 28
2. 93.33 9 11 24 29 30
3. 90.00 14 17 18 26
4. 86.66 10
5. 83.33 5 15 22
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Exercise twenty-two proved to be confusing. Words and
figures were included that did not have pictorial representa-
tion*
Exercise ten was next in order of difficulty. The error
was due to the omission of one item in the exercise.
Exercises fourteen, seventeen, eighteen, and twenty-six
were next in order of difficulty. Finety per cent of the
children passed these exercises.
Exercises nine, eleven, twenty-four, twenty-nine and
thirty proved to he next in order of difficulty. Finety-three
and one third per cent of the children passed these exercises.
In exercise nine, the last direction proved to he difficult
for two children. Errors made on exercises eleven and twenty-
four were caused hy poor motor control in cutting and in
pasting. In exercise twenty-four, words to he pasted were
small in size and may have been cause for loss of same while
pasting. In exercise twenty-nine, the items were omitted.
In exercise thirty, the last item proved to he the most diffi-
cult, in that there were two directions to he carried out.
It will he noted that all children passed exercises
one, two, three, four, six, seven, eight, twelve, thirteen,
sixteen, nineteen, twenty, twenty-one, twenty-three, twenty-
five, twenty-seven, and twenty-eight.
On exercises three and six there could he Been a definite
growth in the recognition of groups that the various children
could find in the pictures.
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Table V shows the percentage of right and wrong of the
various exercises contained within Unit IV. This unit is
composed of twelve exercises. Within the individual exercise,
there were from five to eight items.
Exercise twelve proved to be the most difficult of all
the exercises. The combinations one and eight and three and
five proved to be the difficult items in this exercise.
Exercise eleven was next in the order of difficulty.
The combinations four and two and two and three proved to be
the difficult items in this exercise.
Exercises one, two, three, four, five, six, seven,
eight, nine, and ten were passed by all children.
This unit proved to be the easiest of the four units
which made up the workbook.
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TABLE V
THE ORDER OF DIFFICULTY OF THE EXERCISES IN UNIT IV
Exercise
Number
Right
Number Wrong12 3 4 Per centRight Per centWrong
1. 30 100.00
2. 30 100.00
3. 30 100.00
4. 30 100.00
5. 30 100.00
6. 30 100.00
7. 30 100.00
8. 30 100.00
9. 30 100.00
10. 30 100.00
11. 28 2 93.33 6.66
12. 26 3 1 86.66 13.33
The rank order of difficulty of the exercises in Table V
is as follows:
1. 100.00 1 to 10
2. 95.33 11
3* 86.66 ---- 12
This rank order of difficulty was derived by ranking
the exercises in the order of the highest number of correct
items to the lowest number of correct items of each exercise.
Tables II to V have certain implications which seem to
merit attention. The rank order of difficulty of exercises
listed might possibly be more a function of the character-
istics of the particular workbook than it is a function of
learning in the three stages of beginning arithmetic.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this workbook was to provide well planned
exercises which would reenforce the individuals number ex-
periences and lead to the individual^ mastery of the simple
facts and skills of arithmetic. They were constructed to
fill a need felt by the writer after many years of experience
with children in the first grade.
The writer planned eighty-three exercises on the basis
of the various levels attained by children in beginning number.
The principal aim of these exercises was to improve the
child* s concept of the numbers one to ten. It was hoped that
these exercises would enable the child to recognize new
meanings and use of numbers one to ten.
This study was undertaken with the following limitations
in mind:
a. The group used was small in number.
b. The range of difficulty of the exercises was not
statistically arranged.
c. No arithmetic readiness teat was administered at
the beginning or at the end of the study to determine
statistically the exact results of the exercises
upon the growth of the individual child.
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d* A control group versus an experimental group would
better determine and satisfactorily show that there
was definite growth in the understanding of numbers
one to ten through the use of these exercises*
e* It appears in the light of this study that more and
varied exercises could be provided for the items
which proved to be most difficult in each unit*
A re-arrangement of material might also prove
worthwhile*
With the above limitations in mind, the following con-
clusions can be made:
1. In Unit I, dealing with the pictorial stage,
exercises one, seven, and nine proved to be
the most difficult in that there were too many
items on the page* These items were placed too
close together and were difficult for children to
Interpret.
2* In Unit II, dealing with recognition of numbers
one to ten, exercise twenty-four proved to be the
most difficult* Here again, there were too many
Items on a page and not enough space was allowed
for the interpretation of directions.
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3. In Unit III, dealing with the recognition of numbers
and words one to ten, exercises five, fifteen, and
twenty-two were the most difficult for the children
to interpret. The pictures for exercise five did
not present a true difference in size that was
necessary if correct interpretation were to be made.
In exercise fifteen, two trick pictures were intro-
duced to test the observation of groups. Children
who had not had this ability fully developed failed
on this exercise. In exercises twenty- two and ten,
the inclusion of words and figures which did not
have pictorial representation proved confusing to
children in the lower I.Q. group. The omission of
pictures to represent numbers and words provided a
hazard for these children in interpreting the ex-
ercises.
4. In Unit IV, dealing with the writing of numbers
one to ten, exercise twelve proved the most
difficult. More exercises of this type are
necessary for children in the further development
of the use of quantitative conceptions. Eighty- six
and two thirds per cent passed this exercise.
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Suggestions for Further Research
1. What would be the result of the workbook exercises
based on a control group as compared to an experi-
mental group?
2* What would be the results of an arithmetic readiness
test concerning the numbers one to ten administered
at the beginning of the experiment as compared to
the results administered at the end of the experi-
ment?
3* What would be the result using these exercises on
a larger group?
4. Would the results be greatly changed if all the
suggested revisions and corrections were made?
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX
I* Vocabulary of Workbook
II. Arithmetic Workbooks used as reference
I. Vocabulary of the Workbook
The words are listed according to the pages on which
they are introduced :
Page 16a Make
a
on
the
little
big
Page 23a Color
Page 24a balls
boats
cookies
Page 36a Pind
Page 37a red
blue
brown
yellow
Page 39a one
two
three
Page 40a four
five
Page 41a How
many
can
you
Page 48a trees
green
.* T*> i, ' ? t S'.
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I. Vocabulary of the Workbook (continued)
The words are listed according to the pages on which
they are introduced:
Page 53a first
last
house
Page 54a six
Page 55a seven
Page 56a eight
nine
ten
Page 57a tables
rabbit
Page 66a cars
Page 71a under
kitten
Page 81a and
All these words have been used in the children's reading
vocabulary before being used in connection with their arith-
metic work.
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Arithmetic Workbooks
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Cardy Company, 1942.
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Lennes, H.J.
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D.C. Rogers, L.R. Traver, Arithmetic Readiness
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Part I, Chicago: Laidlaw Brothers, 194'3"I
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